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PIPE CUTTING MACHINES
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TAG ‘E-Z’ Fab Pipe Cutting and Bevelling Machine
½˝ - 30˝
A self-centering, semi portable heavy duty dedicated Pipe Cutting and
Bevelling machine.
Operated via a Touch-Screen Delta Control, delivering signal to a Heavy Duty
Servo Motor, giving the ‘E-Z’ Fab unrivalled power and torque, for Heavy
Duty material and wall thickness applications.
Never before has Heavy Duty process pipe cutting been so easy.
6˝ 22mm Wall thickness Pipe – Loaded into machine, cut, and bevelled.
In 6 minutes 20 seconds!!!
Available in 110v or 220v.

NEW

1˝–60˝

TAG Cutting and Bevelling Machines Lightweight
Aluminium Split Frame Clamshells
1˝ - 60˝
The TAG Clamshell range of portable cold pipe cutting and bevelling
machines are designed for ease of use, even in difficult situations. Thanks to
their low profile frame they are the perfect machines for use when access
to the pipe is restricted.
The TAG range of Cut and Prep Clamshells are available with pneumatic,
servo electric motors and hydraulic motors, and will cover a range from 1˝
to 60˝ o/d (6" range per ring). Larger sizes are available on request. Cutting
and bevelling can be performed simultaneously; any type of weld prep can
be achieved including compound angles and “J-preps”.

TAG Cutting and Bevelling Machines
Heavy Duty Steel Split Frame Clamshell
60˝ - 108˝
TAG also manufactures heavier duty steel construction split frame cutting
and bevelling machines. Rugged in design, and built to stand up to the most
arduous of site conditions.
Available in pneumatic, electric and hydraulic power supplies, the TAG
Heavy Duty Clamshell Cut and Prep machines can cut and bevel pipes of
almost any wall thickness and any material.

TAG Pipecut Orbital Pipe Saws
¼˝ - 12˝ (6 - 300mm)
The TAG Pipecut Bench Mounted Orbital Pipe Saws are the low cost and
practical solution to cut almost all types of metal pipe. Cutting is executed
by manually rotating the machine around the pipe. The pipe is cut with one
rotation. It is powered by a powerful and sturdy electric motor equipped
with speed regulator. The pipe saws produce a square, burr-free cut that
does not require any further dressing.
Three models are available in the range, the TAG Pipecut 4 Lite (1/4 - 41/2˝), the
TAG Pipecut 4 (½˝ - 4½˝), the TAG Pipecut 8 (6˝ - 8˝) and the TAG Pipecut
12 (8˝ - 12˝). The TAG Pipecut 8 and TAG Pipecut 12 are available with a
motorization kit, which will rotate and cut the pipe automatically.

TAG ‘E-Z’ Pipe Saw
1˝ - 24˝ o/d (25 - 600mm)
A powerful reciprocating saw, ideal for use on site.
The lightweight construction and ease of set up makes the ‘E-Z’ Saw ideal
for site work applications. By using the pipe locking vice or chain locking
device the ‘E-Z’ Saw produces square cuts. The ‘E-Z’ Saw is also capable of
mitre cutting angles of up to 45 degrees on up to 4˝ pipe. Using the correct
blades most materials can be cut including stainless steel and duplex.
The ‘E-Z’ Saw is available in pneumatic and electric.

